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B.Tech. EXAMINATION, May 2019

(Second Semester)

(C-Scheme) (Main Only)

(CHE, BT & BME)

PHY105C

OPTICS, FIBRE OPTICS, MAGNETISM AND

QUANTUM MECHANICS

Time : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Examinee will

attempt Five questions in all along with

compulsory question, selecting one question

from each Unit.
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Unit IV

8. Discuss and derive Planck’s radiation formula

and also discuss the shortcomings of classical

physics. 15

Or

9. (a) Explain Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle

and its importance. 5

(b) What do you mean by wave function ?

Discuss its importance in quantum

mechanics. 5

(c) Discuss the concept of matter waves. 5
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1. (a) Is div B essentially Zero ? 3

(b) Discuss briefly laws of magnetism. 3

(c) Define Polarization in dielectrics

materials. 3

(d) Why four level laser is better than three

level laser ? 2

(e) Explain, how light interact with matter ?

2

(f) What are the applications of magnetic

materials in daily life. 2

Unit I

2. Explain the theory of diffraction grating and

derive expression for principal maxima and

minima. 15

Or

3. What do you understand by optical rotation

and explain Fresnel’s theory of the rotation of

the plane of polarization ? 15

Unit II

4. Describe the following :

(a) Basic components of laser system

(b) Population version in laser

(c) Applications of lasers. 5+5+5

Or

5. What are optical fibers and discuss its basic

principle and various types ? 15

Unit III

6. Derive Maxwell’s equations in differential form

and give their physical significance. 15

Or

7. Define the following terms :

(a) Permeability and susceptibility

(b) Dielectric constant and permittivity

(c) What are polar and non-polar dielectric

materials ? 5+5+5
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